Different roles of ribbon-associated and ribbon-free active zones in retinal bipolar cells.
Synaptic ribbons with a halo of synaptic vesicles are seen at the active zones of sensory neurons that release transmitter tonically. Thus, ribbons are assumed to be a prerequisite for sustained exocytosis. By applying total internal reflection fluorescence microscopy to goldfish retinal bipolar cell terminals, we visualized Ca2+ entry sites, ribbons, and vesicle fusion events. Here we show that the main Ca2+ entry sites were located at ribbons, and that activation of the Ca2+ current induced immediate and delayed vesicle fusion events at ribbon-associated and ribbon-free 'hot spots', respectively. The activation of protein kinase C (PKC) specifically potentiated vesicle fusion at ribbon-free sites. Electron microscopy showed that PKC activation selectively increased the number of docked vesicles at ribbon-free sites, which faced neuronal processes with the postsynaptic density. Retinal bipolar cells have both ribbon-associated and ribbon-free active zones in their terminals and might send functionally distinct signals through ribbon-associated and ribbon-free synapses to postsynaptic neurons.